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This invention relates to ladies’ handbags, 
and it is an object of the invention to provide 
a novelty bag of'this character embodying 
a- shape in the form of or to simulate a bird 

.5 having a stu?ed body portion and head and 
feet connected with the body whereby the 
center of gravity of the‘shape will be in a 
direction toward the feet, and the feet ar 
ranged to stand and support the shape on the 

, 10 feet in an upright position, the'body having 
a'hollow therein to form an article carrying 
pocket arranged whereby articles placed 
therein will assume a position within the 
shape adjacent the connection of the feet 

. 15 therew~ith,said pocket havingan access there 
' to through an opening in the form arranged 
with'releasable closure means. , 

i» A further-object of the invention relates 
to novelty bags of this character having a 

" .20 pneumatic or'collapsible and expansible air 
chamber arranged with a port for the inlet 
and, outlet of air and having an air operated 
noise making device, such as a whistle, con 
nected with said port, adapted to be operated 

‘"25 by the air expelled from and drawn into the 
pneumatic by pressure applied to the exterior. 
Other objects and advantages will herein 

after appear. 7 v . ' 

' In the drawings accompanying and form 
;30 ing-a part of this speci?cation I have shown 

an embodiment of my invention wherein 
Figure 1 is aside elevation of my improved 

' novelty hand bag. _ 
* 'Figure 2 is a front elevation. 

$.35 _ Figure 3 is a rear elevation. 
Figure 4: is a cross sectional ‘view taken on 

the line H of Figure 2 looking in the di 
rection of the arrow to show the arrangement 
of the article carrying pocket within the shape 

40 or ?gure; and 
' Figure 5 is a sectional view to show the ar 
rangement of a pneumatic or collapsible and 

I *expansible air chamber within the ‘shape hav 
ing an air device connected thereto and to be 

#45 operated by the expelling of air from, and 
, the drawing of air into the pneumatic by the 

‘ collapsing and expanding of the pneumatic. 
-In carrying out the invention I provide a 

?gure or shape in the form of a bird arranged 
' 50‘ to simulate a penguin, and comprising a body 

portion 6 and a head 7 constructed of fabric 
or any other suitable material, and stuffed or 
?lled with excelsior or other material. Two 
pairs of superposed disks 8 and 9 are secured 
to the outer surface of the material of the 
head, as by stitching or an adhesive, to simu 
late eyes, and a beak 10 elongated and slightly 
of curved or convex form and distorted to 
extend from the head toward one side when 
viewed from the front as shown in Figure 2. 
‘The body is arranged with laterally and op 
positely extending wing like projections 11 
substantially of the form shown made of the 
same material as the body and attached to the 
body, as by stitching, the wing material be 
ing engaged upon a supporting frame 12 to 
permit of the wings to have movement later 
ally of the body but preventing movement of 
the wings in a direction longitudinally of the 
body whereby said wings are adapted to serve 
as hand grips to carry the bag. This frame 
is formed of wire bent upon itself interme 
diate the ends to conform to the wing shape 
with the opposite ends extended into the stuff 
ing of the body to extend longitudinally there- - 
of. A pair of feet 13 are connected with the 
body by rigid leg portions 14 in such posi 
tion that the center of gravity of the bag 
will be in a direction toward the, feet. The 
feet are of plantegrade form, as shown, where 
by the bag may stand and be supported upon 
the feet in an upright position. 
A hollow, as shown at 15 in dotted lines 

in Figure 1, is arranged within the stuffing of 
the body, said'hollow constituting the article 
receiving and carrying pocket of the baghav 
ing an access thereto through an opening in 
the bodyv in the region of the upper portion 
or adjacent the juncture of the body with the 
head and arranged with releasable closure ~ 
means, preferably of thetype commercially 
known as “hookless fasteners” shown in a 
general way at 16, and comprising hook and 
eye members mounted on tapes stitched to 
the opposite edges of the opening to the bag, 
as shown at 17 , and secured together at one 
end and to the opening at the juncture of the 
side edges by a connector 18. The hook and 
eye members are adapted to be moved to in 
terlocking position to close the opening by 
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moving a slider 19 mounted on the edges of 
theopening or hook and eye carrying tabs 
in‘one direction, which slider when moved 
in the opposite direction is adapted to move 
the hook and eye members to unlocking posi 
tion. The pocket 15 is arranged to extend 
from the opening :into the body portion with 
the bottom ftheire'o‘f "adj acent the " connection 
of the legs with the'body portion, whereby 
articles placed vin theupocket will assume a 
position in the bottom ‘thereof adjacent such ' 
connection and thus assuming a position of 
center of gravity of the bag whenit ‘is‘stoo'd 
upon the feet and thus preventing the same. 
from falling over. ’ 
.Topause ‘the ‘figure orish'ape to emit a noise 

_ upon impressing pressure being applied there 
to, v‘which noise "may be ai‘whistle or the ‘cry 
‘of -’a fbYl-I‘d, ia épneumaticror collapsible and ‘ex 
:pans‘ible'air chamber ‘is arrangedat a suit 
able point inthe ?gure._ ‘In the presentin 
staaice thisipneumatic ‘being arranged in the 

' juncture‘iofthe' head ‘with ‘the “bodyyas ‘shown 

its 

50 

ati?t) iinizEigur'e 5,1and ‘comprises bellows 
‘form or :p'neumatic of usual construction 
having a port 'forl’the inlet and outlet --of air 
through "tubular portion, as at 21, ‘which 
tubular portion may ‘also serve to Fposition 
the glipneumaitic *by securing the same to the 
coveringfof the 7)body, a whistle 22 being-in 
terposed in 'the connection ‘of the tubular 
inrenib'er?‘l withv theipneumatic. This whistle 
"is of “the-‘form ‘TBTHlZJOQlYIlHg oppositely idished 
‘and connected :inet'allic "plates having a ‘ cen 
"trahopen'ing. flit will be obvious that when 
=pressure§is appliedtojthe'?gure at opposite 
sides ‘or "one, side ‘of ‘the pneumatic the air 
‘will :‘befenpelled 'itlIGTGfl‘OHl and ‘the passage 
ofthe rairithroughthe whistle will cause it' to 
be sounded, and that the-saaneresult ‘will be 
‘produced ‘when airis drawn into the ‘pneu 
maticp ' V ' ' -' 

, as 5a 7 means vtoifacilitate the actuation of 
‘the bellows there is provided a strip of rigid 
materiahbent to angularshape'with one angle 
portion '23 inserted i'int'o ‘the beak 110 while 
the other endi2éte‘xltendsinto the b'ody'at'the 
juncture thereof ’ with "the head, 'the bend of 
gthestrip being'at"the'juncture of ‘the beak 
withlthelheadifandfbody. The 'end 241s pref 
erably {adapted to *theqpneumatic. This" me 

o ital'li'c ‘strip also serves to'reinforce‘andstiifen 
‘the'ibeak-"y'vh‘ereby :it is ‘adapted to serve'as a 
ihandigri‘p toica'rry the ‘bag, or in carrying the 
"bag ‘the ' beak lmay ' be engaged over the arm 

I :o'f'theaiseran'd‘supported from the 'arm‘with 
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“the body 1portion "con?ned between the arm 
' and’body‘of'the"user. 

The‘bag may?also‘be lprovided'wit'hiapocket 
"ontthe eiiterior'forithe carrying of "a hand 
kerchief,‘ fchian'gei purse ‘or {the like, this pocket 
in the'rpresent instance being arranged at the 
l‘fr‘ont‘o’f r‘the bo‘dyip'ortion, as shown at 25, 
with a "handkerchief ttudked "therein. ‘ 

While have ‘illustratedfand ' described one 
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construction and arrangement of my im 
proved novelty bag it will be obvious that 
changes may be made in construction and 
arrangement of parts and come within the 
scope of the invention. ' 7 

Having thus described my invention I 
claim: ’ I ' a ' i 

y As‘anarticl'e of manufacture, a handbag 
in simulation of an image embodying a body 
portion, head and feet, the body being stuifed ' 
to acid rigidity thereto and theifeet arranged 
offplantegrade form and adapted to support 
“the ‘image in upright position, and the body 
havinga hollow within the stuffing with an 
vacc‘essopening thereto arranged with releas 
ableiclosureimeansp ' r _ -_: 

2. Ahand'bag as clai-mediin claim 1,,’ where 
'vi-n?the accessopen-ing to Fth'e pocket is at the 
upper portion of the body portion'adjacent 
the juncturethereof ‘with the :‘head, and the 
po'cket'rextends in'to theébodyqportion with 
the bottom thereof ‘adjacent the connect-ion 
of- the ‘feet with the body ,jportionwhereby 
articles 'p-laced'in the pocket will-assumeva {po 
sition ‘in the bottom of thefipocket adjacent 
the Iconnectionof the ‘feet with the body i-p'o‘r 
tion. , ' ‘ ' ; ' 

' 3. Aéhand'bag as claimed inclaim 1, where 
in the "head is arranged within beak 'of, clon 
'gated ‘and partially convex ‘form and :ar 
ranged with a-reinforcement within the same 
whereby the beak :is ‘adapted to serve ; as hand grip ‘to carry the - bag; o and be v‘engaged 

upon ‘and ‘supportthe'b-a'ig from thearm of 
the user with the body (‘portion con?ned be 
tween ithe arm :and body- of the =user. ’ 

4:. In‘ a novelty hand. bagfin simulationof 
an ‘image vembodying a body vportion, head 
and ,feet, apneuniatic within the body having 
an air inlet'an'd outlet port arranged with 
whistle ~ operated.‘ byithe- expelling and draw- 
ring *of _air ‘into the pneumatic v{by/the collaps 
ing and expanding thereof, and the head 
having ‘1a 'beak having a "rigid :m'ember of 

ring v‘into the "b eak- to ‘ reinforce ' and‘ sti'?enthe 
same to adapt the beak-toserve 1 as (a hand 
grip to carry the bag, and thej-otherjpar-t con 
nected with andradapted i-rto‘écolla-pserthe ip'neu 
matic when pressure .is applied 3to-;and :"the :. 
beak ‘moved-in :a direction ‘toward the body 

1 portion. 

'5. In ‘a bag/as claimed in claim 11, wherein 
‘the 3body portion is arranged with proj eeting 
simulating wings having reinforcing means * 
therein :tojpermiti of movement of the wings 
laterally -' of the ‘body and - to I hold ‘the ‘wings 

~a'gainst movement in (a direction longitudi 
nally of the body whereby‘the wings'iare 
"adapted torserve as handgrips to carry ‘the 
bag ~ 7 . 

b. ' - l . ' V. V - ' - 1, . 

6., :In a bag asclannedinclaun1,;wheren1 
the ‘body portion isarranged with projecting ' 
simulating'wings having reinforcing .irie'ans 
ithereinito permit of g-amovement of the wings .. 
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"angle shape arranged with one ,part extend- 1110 
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laterally of the body and to hold the Wings 
against movement in a. direction longitudi 
nally of the body whereby the wings are 
adapted to serve as hand grips to carry the 
bag, said Wing reinforcing means comprising 
a Wire folded upon itself and arranged at 
the fold to conform to and be engaged Within 
the Wings and the ends anchored in the body 
portion. 
Signed at the city of New York, in the 

county of New York and State of New York, 
this 1st day of July, 1927. 

THEOPHILUS G. WILLIAMS. 


